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VICTIMS OF VIOLENT CRIME MAY
FACE COMPENSATION BLOW
NEW FIGURES SHOW INSURANCE INDUSTRY STILL FAILING INJURED WORKERS

New figures have revealed that thousands of injured workers each year are blocked from
claiming compensation because of the insurance industry’s failure to trace policies.
June 2008
Lawyers are now insisting the Government takes urgent action to ensure the situation
improves, and have called for a central, electronic database of insurance records backed
up by a compensation fund of last resort, to be established as a matter of urgency.

Amanda Stevens, president of the Association of Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL) said the
current method for tracing employers’ insurance records, run by the Association of British
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“We know the ABI has tried consistently to improve the number of successful traces over
the years, but the figures speak for themselves,” she said.
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and the Government’s latest review of its performance shows there are still thousands of
people who are left unable to claim compensation for their injuries, because employers’
insurance policies cannot be traced.

were in before they were injured.

“The Government wants to bring compensation into line with that awarded in Great Britain, but this

Stevens said the fact that recent policies were proving untraceable - in spite of an
undertaking by insurers to record all policies post 1999 – showed the system was
blinded, for example, would receive £65,000 less under the new proposals.”
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so to cut them even further is unthinkable. What message is this sending to the innocent people

“A compulsory electronic database, similar to that used to record car insurance and TV
licenses, would automatically record all employers’ liability insurance policies and would
ective way to ensure workers who become ill in the future are able to receive the
help they need. If a database can be set up to record all the TV licences and car insurance
policies in this country, one could most certainly be set up to help injured people
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“We understand that the ABI is conducting a scoping study into this possibility, and we
sincerely hope it will be an open and transparent exercise, and carried out as a matter of
urgency. We have written to the Government to ask that those with an interest in the
issue are involved from the beginning.”
APIL has also called for an ‘employers’ liability insurance bureau,’ or ELIB, which would act
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“When people cannot trace their employers’ insurers they often have no option but to
give up their right to their compensation, ” she said. “An employers’ liability insurance
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blinded, for example, would receive £65,000 less under the new proposals.”

With violent crime in Northern Ireland rising by nine per cent over the past ten years, Stephen says the
need for adequate levels of compensation has never been greater.

so to cut them even further is unthinkable. What message is this sending to the innocent people

